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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Investigations of the electrica.l activity of biological tissues 

were initiated by Galvani (cited from 21) in 1791 when the correlation 

between electrical excitation and muscular contraction of frog muscles 

Wc!,S noted. Kolliker and Muller (51) found an electric current accom

panying each beat of the frog heart in 1856, and Sanderson and Page 

(cited from 47) used a capillary electrometer in 1878 to record these 

currents directly from the exposed hea.rt. Waller (75) demonstrated in 

1889 that the electrical effects of the heart could be measured directly 

from the body surface and obtained the first electrocardiograms. 

Einthoven (18) perfected Waller's (75) techniques in 1903 with the more 

sensitive string galvanometer and established the three standard leads 

which are still utilized in electrocardiographic analysis. 

Th.e spatial nature of the electrical activity of the he.art was 

recognised by Einthoven (18), but no instrument was available for 

analyzing this activity. Mann (56) designed a three-coil galvanometer, 

the monocardiogr.aph, which integrated the three standard electroc.ardio

graphic leads into one tracing. This instrument was not commercially 

available and was rather del ,icate; consequently, it received 1 ittle 

u.se.. Further studies were curtailed until the utility of the cathode

ray oscilloscope w.as demonstr.ated by Schellong (68) in 1936, Hollmann 

and Hollmann (38) in 1937, and Wilson and Johnston (81) in 1938. 
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Wilson and Johnston (81) suggested changing the name of the recording 

from the monocardiogr.am to the vectorcardiogr.am since the activity of 

the heart was considered to be a vector quantity resulting from a 

single fixed dipole which acted as an equivalent cardiac generator. 

This concept was introduced by Waller (75) and has been utilized as a 

fundamental tenet of all theoretical analyses of the .electrical activ.

ity of the heart. 

Representing an organ as large and complex as the heart as a 

single dipole source is inaccurate to .a certain degree. Geselowit:z (25) 

stated that any complex source with no net current may be regarded as a 

dipole source when viewed from a sufficient distance. Burger and van 

Milaan (9) have shown mathematically that the activity of the heart can 

be represented by a single vector when the electrodes are far from the 

heart; otherwise, the single vector is correct only if the heart is 

small compared to the size of the thorax. This agrees with the reports 

of Wilson (79), Arrighi (2), and Helm (34) who found little decrease in 

amplitude of precordial potentials when the electrodes were more than 

1.2 cm. from the heart. 

Waller (75) and E.inthoven (18) both considered the electrical 

activity of the he.art to spr.ead through the conducting tissues of the 

thorax in a regular and uniform pattern, but Mauro (58) and Nahum (61) 

have found very complex and irregular patterns of the thorax of both 

man and the dog. Bu.rg.er and v.an Milaan (9) and Frank (22) have emphas

ized that the lungs, liver, .and vertebral column provide a high res is

tance to current flow and that the currents are further distorted by 

t,he boundary of the body surface and the external environment. For 

theoretical purposes, it is much simpler to .analyse th.e spread of 



current away frpm a single dipole placed in a hpmog.eneous conducting 

medium of unlimited extent. This technique has bee.n tlltilized in all 

studies of experimental lead design. There is increasing evidence, 

however, that the hypothesis of a single fixed dipole is insufficient 
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to account for .all the information which can be obtained from electro

cardiographic recordings. Geselowitz (25) and Okada · (63) have suggested 

that several dipoles at different points ot a multipole at a single 

point might be more .appropriate. 

The dipole concept is admittedly a very · large simp.lification for a 

very complex problem, but the importance of thts concept for understand

ing the fundamental natur.e of r.ecording the potentials of the heart at 

t _he body surfac.e is undeniable. Until a better concept or analytical 

method is introduced, the dipole will undoubtedly remain as a funda

mental tool for experimental and the.oretical investigations of the 

electrical activity of the heart. 

Vectorcardiographic Lead Systems 

J;nitial studies of the vectorcardiogr.am were limited to tbe 

analysis of a dipole distribution as viewed on the frontal plane by 

Einthoven ' s (18) and Wilson's (80) el~ctrocardiographic leads, By 

plac ing an additional electrode on the J?Osterior surface of the thorax, 

Wilson ' s (80) lead .sy·stem was adapted for recordings from all three 

body planes. 

Duchosal and Sulzer (17) and Grishman and Scherlis (27) intro

duced the first lead systems which were designed specific.ally for 

vectorcardiography. The electrodes for these systems were located on 

t .he thorax in the form of a cube for Grisom.an' s (27) system and a 
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double cuba. for Duchosal 's (17) system. Ideally, the electrodes were 

equidistant from the heart and on orthogonal planes with respect to the 

heart. Aetually, all the systems were highly empirical and were based 

mote on convenient anatomical and geometrical locations for the elec

trodes than on any the_or.etical understanding of the spread of the elec

trical activity of the heart through the thorax. Recognition of this 

problem initiated tnainy investigations which were designed to produce 

lead systems capable. of recording orthogonal components of the -electricc3.l 

activity of the heart. The results of these investigations have demon

strated the inadequacy of the geometric lead systems (22, 23, 28, 43, 

48, 49, 67) .and have also provided many new systems (16, 24, 28, 36, 52, 

59, 60, 67, 69, 77)-, but the availability of so m,any lead s.ystems has 

retarded rather than advanced the acceptance of vectorcardiography. 

Without a universally accepted reference sy.stem, compariscm of data 

from different investigators using different leads is almost impossible. 

Consequently, many studies have been reported which compared the re

sults of one system with those of another in an attempt to determine 

the overall superiority of one or the other system. 

Comparison of Vectorca.rdiographic Lead Systems 

Frank (23) compared Wilson's (80), Duchosal's (17), and Grisbman's 

(27) lead systems and found that none of the systems gave a t rue repre

sentation of the electrical activity of the heart, but Wilson's (8,0) 

system was the more nearly ideal th.an the other two. Thulesius and 

Astrom (74) compared Grishman's (27) and Wilson's (80) systems and 

found little correlation between the two systems. 

When details of corrected lead systems, which ideally had orthog-
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onal leads and equal sensitivities of all three le,a.ds, were published, 

they l.olere compared with the noncorrected systems and with each other. 

Abildskov and Pence (1) reported large differences in configuration, 

orientation, and ma.gnitude between Wils.on' s (80) noncorrected system 

and McFee and J~hnston's (60) corrected system. Pipberger and Lilien

field (66) compared Frank's (24) ,a.nd Schmitt and Simonson's (69) cor

rected lead systems with Wilson's (80) and Grishman' s (27) uncorrected 

systems ,and found considerable variation between lead sensitivities. 

They concluded that Schmitt and Simonson's (69) corr.ected lead system 

produced a tru,er representation of the electrical activity of the heart 

and that the conventional systems were not suitable for vectorcardio

graphy, but the corrected systems -were not found to be interchangeable. 

Burger, van Milaan, and Klip (10) compar.ed a corrected system of 

their design to Frank's (24) and Schmitt and Simonson's ( 69) corrected 

lead systems, and Langer, e.t al. (54) compared the corrected lead 

systems of Frank (24), Schmitt and Simonson (69), McFee and Johnston 

(59), and Helm (36) . !n both studies , the recording amplifiers were 

adjusted so that the magnitude of all vector loops w,as identical; both 

groups reported that all the sy.stems were interchangeable about 90 per 

cent of the time. This conclusion has not been obtained by any other 

method of eomparison. 

Mathematical methods hav.e also been used to investigate s ystem 

interchangeability. Burger, van Brummelen , and van Herpen (11) were 

unsuccessful in theJr attempt to find transformation -equations to inter

change different systell\s. Brody and Arzbaecher (7) and Horan , Flowe_rs, 

and Brody (44) were .equally unsuccessful with their interchangeability 

studi.es in which digital computing processes were U;Sed . 
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Currently, there appears to be no method for converting the results 

of one vectorcardiographic system to the results which would be obtained 

with another system. Tl;l.ese comparisons have shown that the corrected 

lead systems of Frank (24) ,and Schmitt .and Simonson (69) are superior 

to all other systems. Since they were designed to be orthogonal lead 

systems, they have a higher degre.e of interchangeability. The greater 

application of Frank's (24) lead system in both experimental and clinical 

investigations may be du,e to the practical consideration that it requires 

only seven electrodes while Schmitt and Simonson's (69) lead system re-

quires fourteen electrodes. 

Respiratory Alterations of the Electrical Activity o.f the Heart 

Alterations of the electrocardiogram during r-espiration were noted 

in the early investigations of Einthoven (19) and James and Williams 

(46). ~periments desigm~d to determine the cause of these alterations 

were begun by Einthoven, Fahr, and de Waart (20) in 1913 and by 

Williams (78) and Waller (76) in 1914. Many subsequent experiments in-

dicate that four factors interact to an unknown extent to produce the 

changes associated with the respiratory movements of the thorax. The 

most obvious of these factors is an anatomical rotation of the heart 

during i nspiration. This was first suggested by Lewi s ( 55) in 1920 . 

The relationship between t _he position of the heart and the e.lectrocardio-

gram was later investigated by Cohn and Raisbeck ( 13) and by Master (57). 
,_ 

Woodruff (82) co.ncluded that rotation of the h.eart did not result from 

movements of the diaphragm. Similarly, other workers ( 52 , 72, 73) 

could not adequately explain their results by anatomical factors alone, 

but Be swick and Jbrdan (3) conclud~d and maintained that the ir data 
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were the result of an anatomical rotation of the heart during inspir

ation. 

The second factor which might contribute to th.e respiratory changes 

is an alteration of vagal activity during inspiration. This also was 

first suggested by Lewis (55) and then by Woodruff (82), Simonson and 

Schmitt (72), and Simonson, Nakagawa, and Schmitt (73). 'rhe latter 

group stated that vagal effects were slight or absent in "animal experi

ments" and that atropine did not affect the respiratory e~nges in these 

experiments, but they did not cite a referenc.e for this information. 

Coronary vasomotion and tissue resistance have also been suggested 

as contributing factors for th,e respiratory changes of the electrical 

activity of the heart, but neither factor nas been quantitatively in

vestigated. Th.e increased resistivity of the lungs during inspiration 

has been determined by several investigators (8, 48, 50, 52, 70). The 

heart could also reasonably be expected to undergo cyclic changes of 

resistivity since during systol~ less blood is contained within the 

myocardium. 

Vectorcardiography in Animals 

T~ advantage of v,ectorcardiograp.hic analysis in humans for many 

cardiac malfunctions is we.11 established, but relatively few investi

gations of similar malfunctions in animals have been reported. Hamlin 

(30) has studi.ed the vectorcardiogram of swine with Wilson's (80) 

vectorcardiographic lead system, but the number of animals involved in 

this study was too small to es.tablish normal values . Hamlin, Robinson, 

and Smith (31) made a similar study of the monkey, Maca-ca m,ula.tta, us

ing standard precordial leads and an electrode placed along the vert~-
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bral column. 

Normal vectorcardiograms for dogs have. been reported by Ha.mlin 

and Hellerstein (29) and by Horan, Burch, and Cronvich (40). Both 

groups used Wilson's (80) Lead system, but they reported conflicting 

results for the direction of inscription of tb,e vector loops. A later 

report by Hellerstein and Hamlin (33) reconfirmed their previous 

findings. 

Experimentally induced heart malfunctions in dogs including 

bundle branch block (4) , pretI1B.ture systoles (5) , myocardial lesi.ons 

(39, 41) , and oc~lusion of the left circumflex coronary artery (32) 

have· been studied utilizing Wilson's (80) vectorcardiographic lead 

system. Grishman's lead system (27) was used by Conrad and Taylor (14) 

to study the vectorcardiographic changes following coronary artery 

occlusion , and RQran, Hansen , and Jfosquet (42) used McFee and John

ston's ( 59) lead system to study the relationship betwee n the orienta

tion of the interventricular septum and the or ientation of the vector

Cc;trdiogram. 

Since dogs are commonly ut il ized as experiment al Subjects i n 

cardiovascular research , i t is important that the v~ctorcardiographic 

data which are so important in the analysis of the cardiovascular 

system of man be made a vailable for this species. In order t o provide 

t hese data for a vectorcardiographic system whic h is commonly .applied 

to man , the vectorcardiogram was determined in mongre l dogs ut i lizing 

Frank's (24) corrected lead system, The differences between the shape 

of the human thorax and can i ne thorax and the relative size, shape , 

and orientation of the human heart and canine heart will undoubtedly 

invalidate to some extent the assumptions used i n the derivation of 
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the l.~d .sy.s,tem, but if any correction is obtained, it will re.present 

an improv~ment over the previou,sly useid uncorrected lead systems for 

analysis or t~ el~ctri.eal activity of the he~rt in dome.s·tfo a..nimala .• 



Cl:lAPTER II 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Thirty-five mongrel dogs of 4-20 kg. body weight were used during 

the investigation. All dogs were anesthetized wit.h intravenous injec

tions of sodium pentobarbital (25 mg./kg.). Following administration 

of the anesthetic, a period of at least twenty minutes elapsed before 

any data were recorded in order to allow the circulatory system to be

come stabilized under the effects of the anesthetic . 

Platinum needle electrodes were placed subcutaneously in similar 

anatomical positions to those specified by Frank (24) for man . A 

schematic diagram of the resistor network for Frank's (24) lead system 

is shown in Figure l. Electrodes A, C, E, I, and M were placed in a 

transverse plane a.t the fifth intercostal space as shown in Figure 3 . 

Electrodes A and I were placed respectively at the left and right mid

latera l lines; electrodes E and M were placed over the sternum and 

vertebral column , respectively. Electrode C was placed mi dway between 

e lectrode·s A and E. Electrode H was placed over the spinous pr ocess 

of the second thorac i c vertebra, and electrode F was placed just above 

the calcaneus in the space between the Achilles tendon and the deep 

digital flexor muscle. The dogs were then placed in a prone position 

as shown in Figure 3. 

The output of the lead system was first amplified by a Grass 

Model PS preamplifier. Final amplification and display was completed 

10 
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Frank's Lead System. R = 100,000 ohms. 
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Figure 2. Location .of , El~ctrodes A, C, E, and F. 
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Figure 3. Locgtibn bf Electrodes H, I, ~nd M. 
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by a Tektronix Model 565 dual-beam oscilloscope. The preamplifier cali

brators were used to adjust the sensitivity of the vertical and horizon

tal J;1mplifiers of one beam of the oscilloscope so that one millivolt 

applied to the preamplifier input deflec-ted the electron beam one div

ision on the cathode-ray tube graticle. Generally, it was necessary 

to increase the sensitivity to five hundred microvolts per division for 

recording the frontal plane vectorcardiogram. The bandwidth of each pre

amplifier was adjusted for a range of 0.3-500 cps. 

Lead II electrocardiogram was routinely recorded by using the 

second beam of the oscilloscope to observe the configuration of the QRS 

wave and to determine the R-R interval. 

The direction of inscription of the vectorcardiograms was deter

mined by interrupting the electron beJ;im 500 times per second with the 

square-wave stimulus of a Grass Model 84 stimulator. The stimulator 

output was applied directly to the grid of the cathode-ray tube to pro

duce arrow-shaped points, as shown in Figure 7, which ~ndicated the dir

ection of inscription of the vector loop. A Dumont oscilloscope camera 

was used to record directly from the cathode-ray tube on Polaroid film. 

The camera shutter speed was set equal to or slightly greater than the 

R-R interval to insure that a complete cardiac cycle would be recorded. 

The first group (sixteen dogs) was used to inve:stigate the config'.'"" 

uration and orientation of the vectorcardiograms p,rojected onto the 

three major body planes. The maximal vector of the frontal projection 

could be determined by visual inspection since the vector loop exhibited 

a rapid change of direction at the height of the R-wave. The sagittal 

and transverse projections were rounded and open, and the analogous 

points were not always evident ~ Consequently, a method described by 
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Brhtow (6) ~nd P1.p~erger ((iS} was u,sed to analyse these. two projections. 

A planimete-r was used to divide the inscribed area into two equal parts; 

and the magnitude and orientation of the half-~rea vec:tor was recorded •. 

Th.e results were plotted on polar coordinates according to t.h.e system 

specified by Helm (35). 

Th.e second group (nineteen dogs) ~as used to study the. effect. of 

respiratory movements on the configuration and orientation of the veet.or.-

c;,trdiogram. · During inspiration the maxima.l vector of the vectorcardio,-

gram was changed both in direction and magnitude; but generally the 

overall $hape of tile vectorcardiogram was altered. The greatest change 

usually occurred at the point of or jtJst pr!.or to the maximum inspira .. 

tory movement; however, it was difficult to record the maximum change 

since there was no method for photographing the vectoreardiogram assoc .. 

iated with that particular cardiac c_yele. Consequently, the formation. 

of the vec:t:orcardiograms was observed and correlat_ed with the respiratory 

movement$. The; c~mera shutter was opened at a point of the re.spiratory 

~ycle which ideally was just prior to the·. maximal change of the vector-

cardiogram. Since the cha.nges during respiration ~re most p_rominent 

on the- frontal plane p,rojection, the sagittal and transvers~ projec~ 

tions were not r~corded. For -comparison, a second recording o.f. the 

frontal plane projection was made during the quieseent period f~llowing 

the final expiratory movement of t.he thoracic wall and preceding ti:$ 

initial inspiratoJ:'.Y movement. Two or mPre recor.dblgs were macl-e- fr~ 

ea-ch dog at thirty minute or greater intex-vals. The ave.rage of the 

recordings W.!;1.S listed J9.S t.he value for the dog. . . . 



CHAPTlm III 

_RESULTS 

V~ctorcardiograms from _the Th,ree ;Major Body Plane.s 

'tabulated data for th.e_ veetoreaJ:'diograms r~corded frofu the three 

major body planes _are presented in Table I. The characteristics of 

el:l,ch ~roup of data are discussed separatel_y. The di.stribution of t_he 

vectors on ea.ch body plane is s.hown in Figures 4; 5, and 6; typical 

vect~rcardiograms are shown in. Figures 7 and 8. 

Frontal PJ .. ane: Twenty,..six determinations of the ma.ximal frC>nta.1 

plane vec-;ort:ardiogram w~:re performed on seventeen dogs. R~cordings 

fr.om nine dogs were made on two se_pa,,;ate occ.asions at an :interval of at 

least £ive- da.ys~ The av~rage value for lil.11 the ·vectors was l._86 z 

o .. 50 mv. at .l.33 ± 16 deg. 

The .dir,ection of inscri,ption of the frontal p:I.ane vectorcardiogram 

was gu:Lte variable. Any vector which reversed its di,rection of in.scI'.ip-

tion is designated as. a .figur~8 ve-ctor loop and is indicated as "'8" 

in Table I; . .a typical f igure ... 8 conf igurati.Qn isi shown in Figure 10., 

. The majot<ity t,f the frontal v~etor loops exhibited this configuration. 

Tb.e reve;t'sal of tl\e loop generally occurred ne~r the point of tl\,e lliaX•-

:Lmalv~ctor. when t_he v~ctor w:~_s. changing direction m~_at rapidly and 

occurred. only on the frontal _plane. .Eleven of t.he vectors w~re in ... 

scribed in the figure-8 configuration, nine. w~:te iQ.Scribed clockwise,, . . . 

16 
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TABLE I 

MAGNll'UDE, ORI.ENTATION, .AND DIRECTION OF INSGRlPTION 
FOR J1AXIMAL FRQNTAL PLANE. VECTORS AND HALF-AREA . . . .. 

T]µ\NSVERSE AND SAGITTAt PLANE VECTORS 

R indicat~s re.peat of same dog. +, ... , and 8 indicate clockwise, 
counterclockwise, and figure-a inscription, respectively. 
Magnitude is in millivolts; orientation is in degrees. 

.. · Frontal Transverse Sagittal 
. Dog Ma.g. ·_.· Orien. Ins • Magi'_ Otien. Ins. Ma;g~ Qrien. Ins. 

21 1.96 l.50 8 1.44 145 1.10 160 + 
24 2.50 147 8 2.26 207 1.78 214 

. 22 1.07 108 --- ............. -- ·~-........ .-·-- -··'""!" 
2.5 22R 1.11 122 + 1.58 219 2.04 175 
.23 1.31 .115 +. 1.03 1_76 . l.63 198 
27 23R L46 110 + 1.02 182 1.69 203 -~ 

26 2.26 173 + 2.36 173 l.60 202 
28 2.09 :138 2.00 149 1.48 175 
29 t.73 .115 + 1.54 177 1 00 . -~ 195 --
30 29R. 2.47 135 + .2.40 177 l.:52 188 
31 h59 .116 8 o .. 77 193 ..... 1.64 203 
.32 31R 2.40 l35 8 2.00 183 1.86 .2()1 
.33 2.92 148 8 2.66 180 ..,. 1.66 183 
34 1.42 1.26 8 0.79 193 . 1.17 180 
35 1 .. 16 138 8 LOO 190 0-• .59 .180 -. 
38 35R l.02 130 8 l.09 1.53 .... 0,68 126 
36 2.14 124 8 1..26 206 1.82 176 
39 36R 2.20 .122 8 1.52 210 1.18 18:5 ·-37 l.74 161 8 1-.60 188 L37_ 186 
40 2.06 .134 .... 1,36 201 1.6.4 180 .... 
41 1.69 132 + l.39 22:S l.~76 220 
42 41R 2 •. 23 146 + l.80 194 -+· 1 .• 68 203 
43 2.24 141 1.88 ~02 1.60 193 
44 43R 2.06 144 1.80 207 1~·40 198 
45 1.76 121 0.56 184 1.54 178 
46 4_5R 1.78 122 0.:52 213 1 .. .56 180 

Ayg. l.86 .133 1-.50 189 1~47 187 
S~D. 0.50 16 . o • .58 .21 0.35 19 
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and six were inscribed counterclockwise. Examples of clockwise and 

counterclockwise inscription .;tre presented in Figures 7A and 7C, res-

pectively. 

Transve.rse Plane: Twenty~five vectorcardiograms were recorded from 

the transverse plane. 1\11 were inscribed counterclockwise, and all were 

somewhat round with no rapid changes of direction. The average value 

of the half·area vectors was l • .!;iO ± o. 58 lll:V. at 189 ± 21 deg. 

Sagittal };'lane: With one exception, the twenty-five vectorcar ... 

diograms r~orded from the sagittal plane were inscribed counterclock-

wise; the exception was inscribed clockwise. The majority of the 

vector loops were round and open, but a few were long and ellipsoid. 

The average value of the half-area vectors was 1.47 ± o. 35 mv. at 

187 :t 19 deg. 

Respiratory Effects on tb.e Front.al Plane Vectorcardiogram 

Twenty determinations of the frontal pJane vectorcardiogram were 

perf.ormed on nineteen dogs. The change of magnitude and direction of 

the maximal frontal plane vector which occurred during inspiration is 

shown in Figure 9. Data for the individual determinations are pre-

sent<;ld in Table IT; typical vectorcardiograms which were recorded dur-

ing expiration and inspiration are shown in Figure 10. The majority 

of the vectors .were altered in both magnitude and direction during 

inspiration, but six of th.e vectors changed magnitude .only. 'I'he aver-

age value for all twenty determinations during inspiration, 1. 87 ± · 

o.44 mv. at 138 ± 11 deg., differ~ mainly in magnitude from the aver-

age value for the simultaneously detelrmined expiration vectors, 1. 92 ± 

+ 0~42 mv. at 138 .,. lO deg. It is apparent fr.om the illustrations that 
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the greatest change oecurs in the overall config1,1ration of the vector 

loops, i.e., the width perpendicular to the maximal vector generally 

c~ng~s more than the magnitude or direetion of the maximal vector. 
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TABLE lI 

~GNlTUDE .i\,?lD ORIENTATION. OF MAXIMAL FRONTAL PLANE VECTORS 
.. DETERM.IN~D DURING EXPIRATION AND INSPIRATION 

Magnitude is in millivolts; orientation is in -de-grees. 

Expiration Inspiration 
Dog . . Ma~. 9rien • Mag. Qrien. 

1 1.95 158 1.90 158 
2 2 • .58 139 1.39 136 
3 2 • .55 127 2.47 127 
4 1.91 146 1.89 144 
5 1.97 148 2.02 148 
6 1.44 146 1.53 146 
7 2 •. 23 135 2.22 136 
8 2.23 135 2.21. 132 
9 l._89 140 1.76 13.9 

10 2.51 138 2.38 140 
11 l.S.5 115 1.53 117 
12 1.. 88 146 2.03 145 
13 2.45 _125 2.40 124 
14 2.22 121 2.24 121 
15 1.41 i42 1.28 143 
16 1 .• 04 144 1.05 138 
17 1.66 138 1._79 138 
18 l..38 139 1.07 138 
19 2.33 140 2.38 151 
20 2 .... 24 ;J.49 -l.86 150 

Avg. 1.92 139 1.87 139 
S.D. ., 0.42 .10 0.44 11 
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Figure 9. Distribution of Maximal Frontal Plane Vectors During Expir
ation and Inspiration. The expiratory vector at the end 
of the line moves to the rounded end during inspiration. 
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Figure 10. 
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Typical Frontal Plane Vectore;ard:i.ograms Recorded During 
Expiration and Inspiration. In each frame tb.e inspir
ation and expiration are pl.aced as in frame A. 



CHAPTER IV 

DlSQUSSIQN 

V~torc.ardiE>grams em . the: Mljor· Body Plan~s 

lnv~s:tigati.ons .of v~to;rc~rdiography in normal dogs ~re limited to 

t~ rapo.rts 0£ Hiitmlin and Hell~:rstein (29) in 1956, Horan, Bu.rch, and 

Cronvieh (40~ in 19,57, lind Re:llers:tein and Hamlin (33) in 19150. Each 

group used Wilson's (80) lead s.ystem for vectorcardiographic recording 

.~md sodium p¢.ntobarbital for an .,an~sthetk. .Hamlin and Hellerstein 

(29, 33) p~:a,ced the-ir dogs in a. rign.t later.al position while- Hora.n, 

Burch, and cronvich (40) ,.placed their d~gs in a supine position. Con-:

sequen.tly, the .diff.erence of lead systems an.d 1:>ody positions w~th tluit 

us.ed in this inv1aStiga.tion mal.<:~s comparison of d.ata somewhat question--

able. A eomparis.on is further hindered by a lae-1.<: of quantitative 

valu~.s in th.t t.hree previous repor~s (29, 33, 40). 

The yariaJ;,le dir-ection of inscription of the frontal pl:ane vactor,

eardiogr·ams and tne count~rclockwise inscription of the transvers-e · 

pla:ne ve:e:t;.orcardiograms det~rmined in this inv~s:tiga.tfon agreed with 

the ptevi:ous r-e:por_ts (29, 33, 40). Hor.an, Bureh, and Cronvieh (40) 

found the majority of their frontal plane vectorcardiograms to. be fo

seribad eounterclQel.<:wise. while Hamlin and Hellerstein (29) reported .a 

ttgen~t.:ally·" clockwise direction of. inseripti.on. · Horan; Burch and Cr-&n-

vieh (40) did not re,t)ort any data for the tr.ansve:r:se plane~ but Hamlin 

and H~ller,stein (.29, 3~) found a consist~ntly counterclockwise direction 

28 
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of inscriptLon on the transv~rse plane. The dir~ctif)n of ins.cription 

of the v~ct.orcardiogtam prt the. right sagittal plane was clockwise in 

the- prevtous reports (29, 33, 40), but counterclockwise inscription 
. '' . 

with only one exception was determined in this investigation. 

Quantitative val\leS' w~re not given for the ve,ctors det~rmined by 

HeUerstein and Hamlin (33) or Horan, Burch, and Cr.onvich (40). The 

figures p,r~sented in their r~ports indicate that the magnitude of the 

frontal and sagittal v~etors were ~bout 1.0-1.,5 !ijV. and that of the 

transverse vectors: about 0.6~0.8 mv. These values c!,re considerably 

smaller than tlle corresponding values determined in this investigation. 

This is app~r~ntly due to the. difference in electrode .Place1J1.ent in 

these studies. In Frank's (24) le.ad system, five of the seven electrodes 

Jire ph.ce<;i in a transverse plane at the level of thee. heart while three 

of the foµr electrodes of Wil~on' s (80) lead system are placed on the 

legs. The more dist~lly located ele·ctrode-s will record the electrical 

activity of the he.art after it has been attenuated bY the extracardiac 

tissues. 

Respiratllry Effec·ts on the Ve-ctorcardiogram 

The subjects ft'>r .all previous inves1:igations on the .eff~cts of 

r~piratory. ehang~s of tll.,e e-le¢trical activity of the heart were un-

.anesthetized humans which were either standing or.supine, and the lead 

systel!J.S utilized for the majority ef the iIJ.v~st;igation,s were uncorr~cted. 

Since anest.hetized dogs in a prone. position t.1ere used for this investi-. 

gad.on, tb.e value of even. a qualitative comparison with the :i:-e·sults 

described tor man would be doubtful. 'I'he eff~:ts of the anesthetic on 

the cardibvascular system of the dog have been investigated by other 
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wl'.>rkers (l2, 15, 31, 62, 64, 71), but the, magnitud~ .of this effect ·on 

the vectorcardiogram is unknown. 

Res.piratory influ~n(!es on the vectarc.ardiogram of t~ dog ll.ave n.pt 

previously be-en de.scribed. '.Horan,. Burch, and Cronvich (40) indicated 

tha.t r.otation 0£' the, dog about t.be longitudinal body axis :changed the 

direction. of inscription and altered the configurathm of the ve:ctor ... 

cardiogra.1!18:, but t~· 'qla.gnitude of the change was not given. 

The .Slnall ainoun.t of r-espiratory alt~ration observed in. this inves

tigat; ion may be dtte in part to placing tl:te do.gs in a prone position. 

!'l).e ho,rizontally or-i~nted thorax, which approxima.tes the nor.ma! standing 

posture of the dog, provides the he,;:1rt with some support from the ven-. 

tral thoracic wall., and the w¢-ight. of the he.;(rt diminishes dorsal.,. 

ventral movements analagous to those which would occur in the- vetti"".' 

cally oriented human thorax during the r~spiratory cycle~ Placing the 

dog in a supine pos,ition v1ould be expected to enhance the respiratory 

movtlments of the he.a.rt, but th.is was not indic1:1.ted by Horan, Burch, and 

Cronvieh (40) in their study of the normal v·¢:etoreardiogram of the dog. 

The ctmtribution of altered v:igal a.ctivity, coronary v~somotion, or 

,alt~,red tissue r'lasistance in this investigation is unknown.. The- sma:n 

magnitude of res.pirs..tory cha,ng-es wh<ich was obs~rved is considered to 

be due partly to the, anatomical orientation of the heart within the 

thorax -of the- dog .and partly to the, orthogonality of the lead system 

which shc,utd be equally .a:i:feeted on each .axis by any ehange- -of the 

.ei~ctric.U activity of· the he.art. 



CllAJ?'I'ER V 

SUMMARY AND CONC:LUS.IONS 

Ft'ank' s (,24) corre<:·ted vectorcardiographic lead s-y.stem was used 

to investigate- the ve-etorcardiogra.ms projected onto the- three major 

body .Planes .and to study- the respiratory alterations of tM v.ect~rcar-

diogram bf the ~og~ 'rp.e ma.J<:im.al fr,ontal vectors and h;alf.-area vectors 

on the transverse and sagittal planes were determined and found to 

have similar distributions for both magnituds .a:nd orientatien. 'l'he 

~spiratory effec_ts we-re found to be small, to oceur only on tl:te 

frantal plane, and to .affect the magnitude- and g,ener.al c,onfiguration .. 

. of the veetorcardiogram mo:re tJ;l.an t.he orientation. 

It is concluded from this inv¢stigation that Frank's (24) lead 

system may be satisfactorily applied to the dog fe>r analysis of the 

:electrical activity of the heart. 'I'b.e. value of further inv~stigations 

could be increas-ed by considering several :factors which may influe-nce 

the r~sults: 

l. $ine·a aodium pent.obarbital is known to have definite effects 

on the catdiovascul~r syst~, a correlative study of the circulating 

leve-1 .of tht:i an~sthetie and the v~etorcardii:>gram w-ould determine the 

influence- of the an$Stb.etic on the v~ctorcardiogram. A comparative 

study eould then be made with other a.n~sthetics · which ~re eurl'.'enHy 

utilized in experimental studies. of the ~rdiovascular system in 

animaJs. 
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2. 'I'he c()nf iguration of the veetor-ea.rd~()-gr:~m eo.uld be ell>rr~l-ate:d 

with body me~sutements te determine, if tl:le- shape Of tl:l,e thor~ aff-eets, 

the vectorc~rdiogram~ 

3.. The effect .. of vagal Qr .sympathetic t-one on t.he eonfigt1rAt1J,n 

Qf the v~etoreardiogtam eould be i~vestigated by· v~gotomy <>r by :the us-~ 

of _paras;ymp~tJ\ol,y-tic or symp.atholyt :te !frugs. 

4. 'l'he ef:t:.e.ct .. 0,f diff_grent yolumes of air in. the lungs on the 

veet.oreardiogram could be de,term.ined by Artificially ~~spiring an e,cper

imental animal following muscular par.alysis with a cur:,ad.zing agent • 

. 5. Tll,e erffect .of S:1>.atial displacement of the heart on the v,,e-tC>r

ca:rd ii.>gram c o.u ld be, 4etermined by p :Lac: ing the dogs in prone, late.ra 1, 

~nd supine pl:)sitions .and esrrelating the v-ectpr·ca:rdiograms with ·e:.ach 

b"dy pt>sition. 

C-~nside:ration of thes.~ f.actbrs .$houl,d prbvide sufficient informs. .. 

tion to determine the variability of the normal valu?s· of the Frank 

veetorcardiogr:am. .o:c the dpg, and thus, f.aeilitate the elinical and 

e:xperiniental us~ of vectoreardio,gr.aJ>hY in dogs~ 
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